
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 20:1-30: Human Mind and Discernment 
 
Verses 1-6: Drunkenness and Quarrels: Proverbs warn of the dangers of uncontrolled drinking 
[use alcohol in moderation]. It is foolish to indulge in excessive alcohol consumption that 
impairs one’s rational faculties and capacity for intelligent decision making; do not make 
oneself a drunken fool. Drunkenness makes a person crazy which would lead to many other 
vices, destroys marriage and friendships. The wise person walks the path of self-control and not 
of strife or will not look for quarrels. Israel [church] being a covenant community, all quarrels 
and disputes must be stopped or solved before they get out of control. Using agrarian image 
that seasonal care for the land is necessary for a good harvest, proverbs encourage all to be 
industrious because laziness produces nothing. One’s ability to follow good counsel is a gift of 
discernment deep inside the heart [profound like deep waters] that provides insight into 
human behavior and one’s own need to depend on God for guidance. A lover of wisdom is also 
trustworthy! 
 
Verses 7-14: Honorable conduct: Proverbs praise dignified human conduct. The descendants of 
a person of integrity [no hypocrisy] are blessed. Both good and evil multiply; good advances 
stability and prosperity; evil incurs consternation and chaos. Verse 9: ‘who can say, I have made 
my heart clean; I am pure from my sin?; ’Proverbs acknowledge that human mind is weak, 
however mercy of God, working of his wisdom is greater power in us [Paul and John echo this 
verse in their letters: ‘I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing I hate-Romans 7:15; ‘if we 
say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves-1John 1:8]. Proverbs often condemn deceptiveness of 
human mind that is seen behind malpractices in businesses, cheating and use of false scales of 
measurements. It is important to teach young people early on uptightness of mind, the ways of 
wisdom for peaceful, prosperous future. The eye, the ear are organs through which one gains 
wisdom; their focus is on truth and commandments of God, eye to see the path of wisdom and 
ear to learn wisdom’s counsel. ‘Keep eyes open’ is ability to judge good and evil, to be alert and 
not to fall into sluggishness! There is nothing to boast about questionable, corrupt dealings in 
life. 
 
Verses 15-21: Greatness of wisdom: no rich jewel is greater than wisdom and the knowledge 
that flows from it; wisdom inspires ones speech and deeds. Verse 17: ‘sweet to a person the 
bread of deceit but afterward the mouth is filled with gravel’; proverbs rejects all forms of 
crookedness of the mind; one might seem getting away with deceit but in the end it is like 
‘gravel in the mouth’, emptiness and dishonor. A slanderer is untrustworthy, loose-lipped and 
causes damage to the person who confided in him/her with confidential matters. Respect and 
care for one’s parents is a commandment of the Lord. One who curses parents who brought 
him/her to light [life] is liable to death/light extinguished [Israel’s ancient law in Exodus 21:17]. 
A wicked son or daughter might neglect parents and wish their early demise to get the 
inheritance; such foul play and extortion end in disaster and reveal the folly of human mind. 
 
Verses 22-30: Emptiness of Vengeance: attitude of revenge achieves nothing. A person who 
trusts in the Lord leaves it to him to rectify injustices [chapter 19: ‘it is noble to overlook 



offenses]. Proverbs remind Israel that vows to God are sacred; breaking vows, a promise to 
someone is considered a dishonor. Think twice before making a vow in the name of God [refers 
to an offering to God, tithing etc]. Human life is breath of God and for that reason God sees the 
depth of human heart; discern and choose wisely following wisdom’s counsel; think before 
acting! Proverbs counsel that difficult situations in life have a transforming, purifying effect, 
empowering the heart to trust in the Lord. Adverse life experiences are teachers of wisdom to 
fortify the heart with hope! 
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